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THREE AWARDS IN AVPA INTERNATIONAL TEA CONTEST 2019!
A Jardins de Gaïa first flush tea from Darjeeling, China and a South African herbal tea all won prizes at the international AVPA Tea competition in Paris 
on September 23, 2019. These awards which take place after blind tastings once again highlight the remarkable work by small producers in each region 
and the quality of our sourcing. Or put another way, when grand cru teas are synonymous with organic, fair trade and harvesting by hand.

AVPA: A CONTEST FOCUSED ON ORGANOLEPTIC QUALITIES
The aim of the competition is to vote for the best regional tea from the countless varieties which exist. “Teas of the world” is organised by the AVPA - the 
association for the evaluation of agricultural products, in Paris. For its second year, no fewer than 128 teas and plants were entered by producers from 17 countries, by 
tea experts, such as Carine Baudry, Lydia Gautier and Katrin Rougeventre and keen connoisseur. The teas were tasted blind and only the best made the cut.

TARA’S OFFERING SFTGFOP1 FF 
India/Darjeeling - Organic & fair trade
Gourmet silver medal 
This 2019 first flush was harvested at 
altitude in the Samabeong  garden on the 
slopes of the Himalayas. This incredible tea 
that amazed the jury has an incomparable 
fragrance of wildflowers and a flavour which 
evokes white grapes!

WHEN FEMININE ENERGY 
GETS TO WORK...
The Tara's Offering SFTGFOP1 
Silver Medal is also a fantas-
tic tribute to an exceptional 
woman, Bhawana Rai, director 
of the Samabeong Garden 
from which this prestigious 

harvest comes. She was the first woman to rise to 
this level of responsibility in an Indian tea garden. 
Thanks to her efforts and that of the tea promoters 
of India this garden, which had been abando-
ned for many years, has become one of the most 
famous in the region. Tara’s Offering is dedicated 
to all those who work in the tea gardens whether 
they be pickers, planters, or workers ...
The full article can be read on our blog

FLEURS DE HONEYBUSH
South Africa - Organic
Gourmet diploma
Honeybush, a plant native to South Africa, 
is a cousin of rooibos which is somewhat 
ignored in France. Its flowers are harvested 
at full maturity to produce an infusion 
which is full of flavour, free from caffeine 
and completely intoxicating. 

OTHER AWARD-WINING    2019

A FAMILY PASSION
Fleurs de Honeybush is 
grown in the Fynbos of the 
Western Cape of South Africa 
by a family of inventive 
enthusiasts, with huge 
savoir-faire on the Agulhas 
farm. Harvested in full 

bloom, which is unusual, this honeybush is full of 
flowers which give it a unique flavour. When infused, 
its incredibly complex sweet and floral liquor is 
evocative of rose water, wild honey and biscuits and 
is a real treat for the tastebuds...

SPRING SPROUT
China/Hubei - Organic & fair trade
Gourmet bronze medal
These young shoots from the very 
first 2019 spring harvest (Mingqian) 
have been cooked over steam. 
This full-bodied, airy grand cru, 
with its gourmet flavours, almost 
exclusively reserved for the Chinese 
market is a rarity you can enjoy for 
yourself.

A COOPERATIVE OF SMALL 
PRODUCERS
The Xuan En Yi Sheng Tea 
Cooperative is situated in 
Hubei Province, in the heart 
of China. Thanks to its par-
ticularly temperate climate, 
its selection of renowned 

tea varieties, a reputation for excellent green teas 
and some masterful expertise, the members of the 
cooperative, spread over six villages, produce some 
truly remarkable teas. This Minqian, harvested 
before the Qingming Festival (pure light) on April 
5, 2019 is a wonderful example of this!
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